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Why investing into content 
modeling always pays 
off in the long run.
All of us creating digital experiences have done some form of content modeling. Most of us run on 

autopilot when designing content models; we reuse content models we’ve already created, and each 

of them probably has a page content type (don’t worry, if you’re not sure what a content type is, you’ll 

find out in the first chapter of this ebook). A lot of content models were designed with the web in mind; 

however, the web-centric approach of digital experiences is inadvertently coming to an end. Smart 

speakers, smart watches, and voice assistants are now everywhere. A page looks nice on a big enough 

screen, but voice assistants often fail when trying to interpret the content on that page. How great 

would it be if a voice assistant understood all your content?

The inability to deliver your message to any new channel is not the only problem that’s connected to 

the page-based approach. The other one is missing context. When talking to someone, we pass a lot of 

context via voice, tonality, and intonation. The same sentence can mean something entirely different 

depending on the situation, the person who’s receiving the information, and the medium. Fortunately, a 

more methodical approach to content modeling that’s able to convey all this context is slowly gathering 

traction.

A traditional content model based on pages doesn’t “carry” this context, and even if you somehow 

achieve that, you will run into issues with content reuse, cross-linking and will likely end up with 

duplicate content. What’s even more of an issue is that once you incorporate page-specific structures 

into your content model, you will always be drawn towards web and page-centric thinking. It’s not easy 

to break out of this mindset. We’ve been experiencing page-based content for over 5,000 years since 

the first words were pressed into moist clay and later dried in the sun. There’s no denying that breaking 

the habit and changing our mindset is difficult.

Even though designing a content model from scratch might be time consuming, daunting, and 

expensive, it’s very much worth it. Spending time and resources on designing a future-ready content 

model saves you money in the long run. You gain a competitive advantage, and if you approach it the 

right way, everyone in your company will be involved in your content operations. That is the key thing, 
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to get everyone involved. Try to get all stakeholders to participate in content modeling workshops and 

make sure their needs are met. Content modeling doesn’t have to be (and actually shouldn’t be) a one-

person job; it’s supposed to be a highly collaborative exercise, bringing cross-team collaboration to a 

new level. 

From a more practical point of view, front-end technologies are constantly changing, frameworks are 

evolving and disappearing, design trends are coming and going. Having a highly structured content model, 

not dependent on page layouts, will make transitions like these a breeze. One-page apps are in now, but 

what about in a few years? But again, the crux is to have a capable content model. And to design one, 

a capable headless CMS vendor is needed. A vendor who understands the pain of switching front-end 

technologies and invests heavily in content modeling education without any web-centric bias. A vendor 

who wants you to have the best content modeling tools available today. Someone who spent years learning 

about their clients’ needs and was able to bring the content modeling experience to a truly unique level. 

Someone who wants you to have the best content modeling tools available today. The best tools to work 

with content so you can tell the stories that change the world.

Boris Pocatko, Solution Architect, Kentico Kontent
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Why content modeling 
matters at Reason One.
If we’ve learned anything about content modeling over the last 20 years, it’s that there are about one 

million ways to solve the same problem. The hard part about content modeling is to find solutions that fit 

the needs of your organization, end-users, and the needs of content creators.

When done well, content modeling can ease or resolve a lot of content management challenges:

• Cumbersome content entry

• Lack of scalability

• Duplicate content

• Not enough flexibility

• Too much flexibility

• Unclear relationships between content

Benefits of content modeling

Content modeling is an important tool in every digital project toolkit. Thoughtful modeling can empower 

multi-disciplinary teams to create consistent, yet adaptable, experiences.

Here are some examples of why content modeling is so important to Reason One:

Capture requirements sooner

When a project team knows how each piece of content will be connected and managed in the Content 

Management System (CMS), it’s easier to understand the content needs and account for each possible 

scenario.
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Fix errors before they start

Confusing content entry experiences can lead to poor messaging, broken products, and delays. Content 

models with helpful examples or parameters in situ help reduce or avoid content entry errors before 

they occur.

Account for future enhancements

As your business offerings evolve, your messaging should evolve, too. When models are built with future 

opportunities or potential features in mind, implementing these changes becomes easier and less costly.

Create once, publish everywhere

A headless CMS like Kentico Kontent enables content editors to publish the same piece of content in 

different layouts and on different channels. This ultimately reduces the amount of duplicate content in 

your CMS and the time needed to produce that content.

As a content strategist, I like to put myself in the shoes of content editors and authors as much as 

possible. Working closely with our clients at Reason One, I know firsthand how much editors appreciate 

practical, user-friendly models.

This ebook shares our content modeling design approach and demonstrates how to create models in 

Kentico Kontent. We hope you find these tips useful so that you and your team can use your content 

modeling skills for good!

Jen Tweedie, Content Strategist, Reason One
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About Reason One.
Reason One is a full-service digital marketing agency with offices in Toronto, ON, and Charleston, SC. 

Our credo is “work with purpose.” It drives our values and the organizations we align ourselves with, and 

it informs our approach to solving problems for our clients. Our intentional mix of talent and services 

brings together integrated, multidisciplinary teams; smart, agile methodologies; and a relentless focus 

on results.

As long-standing Kentico Partners, we’ve been working with Kentico’s headless CMS since its inception. 

Today, we deliver engaging digital experiences for our clients using Kentico Kontent. We’re such big fans 

that our own website is built on Kontent. These lightning-fast, multi-channel experiences empower our 

clients’ entire marketing team to create a multitude of digital touchpoints that drive measurable results.
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Introduction.
This ebook consisting of four chapters will teach you how to design effective content models in Kentico 

Kontent. In the first chapter, you’ll get familiar with the basics and the content modeling terminology 

(content types, structure, relationships, taxonomy, etc.). The next one will show you how you can make 

your life easier by reusing the structure of your content and keep things tidy. Then we’ll have a look at 

how you can model your content so that it meets the needs of your channels and dive into making our 

core content intelligent. In the last chapter, we’ll enable our editors to manage channel-specific content 

requirements. 

As it has been suggested, we’re going to use Kentico Kontent, a headless CMS from Kentico Software, for 

these content modeling lessons. It’s a place to work on your content before you publish it to a channel 

(website, app, voice assistant—basically anything that can make use of the platform’s Delivery API). So, 

before we get started, sign up for an account over at https://app.kontent.ai/.

Edited by Dr. Heather McDonald Kinkaid, because 

Michael Kinkaid doesn’t know how, to use, commas,,,.

https://app.kontent.ai/?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
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1 Getting started with your model.
To get started, the first thing you need to do is create a model that your content can be put into. The 

model represents the content and describes that content in terms of content types, structure, and 

relationships.

As an example, for a music streaming service, our model would have an artist (a type of content) where 

we could write the name, bio, and genre (the structure of the content); and each artist would have 

albums (a content relationship between an artist content type and an album content type).

Let’s explore these three things and build them out in Kentico Kontent.
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Content types

How do you tell which parts of your content should become content types? Content types are typically 

the nouns in your model. They’re the things in the topic your content is related to. In the case of our 

music streaming service, these would be things like an artist, an album, and potentially a song.

You can use the content model section of Kentico Kontent to start defining your content types.

So why did I say “potentially a song”? Here’s the rub when it comes to content modeling: you’ll have to 

decide just how far you go with breaking the content up into distinct types. But how do you decide? Well, 

outside of the obvious (we’re going to need an album content type), you should consider the following:

Promote content reuse

The model should allow content to be reused. Editors shouldn’t be expected to enter the exact same 

content multiple times. This keeps our model flexible. If a song appears on an artist’s album and their 

‘best of’ album, then with a separate song content type, the editor just has to create the song once and 

link it to both albums.

 The content modeling area in Kontent allows editors to start 

building out their model by creating content types.
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‘Song’ is its own content type. In this way, an editor can create a single song and relate it to multiple 

albums. ‘Tis the season for Christmas compilations… As long as you’re reading this in December.

Take a ‘content-first’ approach

Your content likely doesn’t exist in a vacuum. Whether it’s intended for a website, app, or something 

entirely different, you want to start designing and discussing the content requirements with your team 

or client at the very start of the project.

Brainstorming the purpose of your content and how that content will be presented will help firm up the 

overall requirements for your content model. These content requirements should inform things like design 

and development more so than the other way round. For example, maybe we don’t need a separate 

song content type if all we ever do is list the song names. In that case, they can be added to a text field 

directly in the album content type.

Imagine an app that just shows the names of album tracks, and that’s all. 

Creating a separate song content type is overkill if there’s nothing in the 

roadmap to suggest we’ll be adding more types of content to a song.

Balance content flexibility with the effort to create it

Typically, the more flexible the model is, the more abstract it gets, and the more steps it may take 

editors to put the content together. Because of this, you have to balance flexibility with the work effort 

to actually author the content in the first place. You might look lovingly at a music service content model 

with 30 flexible content types, but if an editor has to enter content into half of these just to make a single 

album, then you’re going to get tapped on the shoulder.
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Modeling for content that isn’t going to be used to the extent your design 

implies is likely going to lead to a lot more work for content editors.

Structure

Once you’ve identified a content type, you’ll likely roll straight into giving it structure. By structure, I’m 

referring to the exact content you want to store and, ultimately, present on some channel. For our artist 

content type, we’re going to capture their:

• Name (text)

• Bio (rich text)

• Genre (some type of categorization)

To capture this information in Kentico Kontent, you add fields to the content type. These fields 

are referred to as elements in Kentico Kontent vernacular and can be used for entering in content 

directly (plain text field, rich text field, etc.). They can also be used to support your content in some 

special way—such as adding in a URL ‘slug,’ which is a unique path for the content on a website (e.g., 

facethemuzak.com/some_slug).

Kentico Kontent supports a whole bunch of these element fields, as shown below:
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The editing screen for the artist content type is shown in Kontent. On the left, three fields 

can be seen in the editor. On the right, you can see the possible elements (content and 

supporting elements) that can be added to give structure to the content type.

With the structure of the artist content type setup, editors will be able to create new artists in the 

content inventory in Kentico Kontent.

Example of a content item that uses the artist content type.

The Genre field in the artist content type is an example of taxonomy. Taxonomy can be used to add 

categorization or tagging to your content and is another way to add more structure to the model.
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This is an example of content reuse. We want to categorize the genre both for the artist and for their 

albums. Rather than writing out the entire list multiple times, we write it out once in the Taxonomy area 

of Kentico Kontent.

The ‘Genre’ taxonomy group shows a list of musical genres that can be used to tag content items.

The Genre taxonomy group can be edited in one place and then added to any content type that we wish 

to use it on.

Relationships

Breaking content up into types helps to make it reusable. It also makes it more accessible. Rather than 

having one BIG artist content type that contains each and every field for an artist, their albums, and all 

their songs, we’ve created distinct content types for each. This means that if I just want to get the info 

about a single song, I don’t need to retrieve the artist’s full back catalog from the API just to get at it. I 

just use the API to query for that particular song.

This is all great for managing and accessing content in a modular way, but what if I actually do want to 

get the information about an artist, their related albums, and the related song information from those 

albums? How do any of those content items know how they relate to each other?

The answer is that the relationships are defined explicitly in the content model. The primary way of 

linking content items in Kentico Kontent is by using the linked items content element:
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The linked item field can then be used by editors when they’re working on an artist content item to 

create the relationship between the artist and their album(s).

The Linked Item field ‘Albums’ is set to require at least one album and only allow the editor to select 

Album content types. Configuring the ‘allowable content’ will help the editor know what is expected.

The Album field in the artist content item is a list of linked items. 

The field only accepts album content types.
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Linking a content item to another content item can also be done in rich text. This flexibility to relate 

content rather than recreating it is another way in which reuse is promoted in Kentico Kontent. In this 

chapter, we explored the fundamentals of content modeling:

1. Decomposing the content you want to manage into logical types

2. Using content elements to provide the structure that will enable content authoring

3. Defining relationships so that you can bring different items of content together in meaningful ways

Thanks to these strategies, your editors won’t be copying text from one content type and pasting it into 

another. With a well-designed model, your content is reusable.

In the next chapter, we’ll explore how you can reuse the actual structure of the model itself.

Clicking into the rich text field in the content item brings up a wee menu 

that allows you to, amongst other things, insert a linked item.
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2 Make your life easier by 
reusing the structure of 
your content model 

Don’t Repeat Yourself (DRY)

An idea coming from the world of software development is that, when possible, it’s best to avoid 

repeating yourself. For developers, that means not writing the same code over and over again. 

Code = work.

When it comes to content modeling, a lot of the work centers around building out the structure of your 

content types. By structure, I mean the fields that you add to your model that allow content editors to 

enter in the actual content. These fields are known as content elements.
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Model designers can add content elements (fields) to content types to give them structure.

There will be scenarios when you find yourself designing the same group of content element fields 

across multiple content types. For example, we might want to configure various permissions in our music 

streaming service. Our permission settings will control how an album or song can be accessed by the 

user, and whether or not to allow comments.

Because we want the freedom to control permissions at both the album and song levels, we will add new 

content element fields to both content types.

On the left, we have the ‘Album’ content type. On the right, we have the ‘Song’ content type. 

The ‘Access’ and ‘User Generated Content’ fields have been added to both content types.
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We have to manually recreate the content element fields to build out permissions on both content types. 

Depending on the model you’re designing, you could end up adding repeating content element fields to 

far more than just two content types.

Either way, repeating the work is a bit frustrating. It’s going to get even more frustrating when things 

change, and we need to update the permission settings across all those content types.

I’ve added another value to the ‘Access’ options for my ‘Album’ content type. 

D’oh! Forgot to add the new value to the ‘Song’ content type.

It would be great if these content element fields could be grouped up and edited in just one place so the 

model designer doesn’t have to go digging in each and every content type. That’s exactly what Kentico 

Kontent provides with a feature called Content type snippets.

Snippets are groups of content element fields that you can design once and then add to as many 

content types as needed.

You create ‘Content type snippets’ in the Content modeling area of Kentico Kontent.
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We can create a content type snippet to group all our permission settings. We simply add the content 

element fields for Access and User Generated Content into the snippet.

The ‘Permission’ content type snippet will contain all of the settings and 

be used by both the ‘Album’ and ‘Song’ content types.

We can then add the Permissions snippet to both the Album and Song content types. This is done using a 

special supporting content element called—you guessed it—content type snippet.
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Adding the ‘Permissions’ content type snippet is simple with 

the content type snippet supporting element.

Adding the Permission snippet to any content type adds ALL the fields from that snippet. They will 

appear wherever you’ve placed them when designing the content type.

All the content elements defined in our ‘Permissions’ content type snippet are added to the 

model of our ‘Song.’ An editor will see the exact same thing in the ‘Album’ content type.
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Using a content type snippet gives us two wins for modeling content:

1. We don’t need to recreate all the content element fields each time we want to add them to another 

content type.

2. If we want to add to or edit the content elements, then we only have to do that in one place—in 

our snippet.

Keeping things tidy with content groups

We want to make life as easy as possible for content editors when they’re adding in new artist, album, 

and song information. The Permissions snippet is making our life easier as model designers; however, it 

is making the page they create content on a little long. This is only going to get longer as we develop our 

model for each content type. Nothing against scrolling, but it can make finding things a little tiring on 

the eyes.

It’s also not obvious to content editors that these permission fields are actually a related group of 

settings. It would be good to represent that somehow so they can more easily jump to them when 

editing.

Kentico Kontent provides a handy feature for not only making these groups obvious to editors but also 

improving the general editor experience for content items that have many content elements. This feature 

is called content groups.
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‘Content groups’ add tabs to the user interface. Content elements are grouped into a General group, 

and the Permissions ‘content type snippet’ is added to a new content group called ‘Permissions.’

With the content groups added to the content type, the editor will see tabs when they are creating 

new content.
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Thanks to the content groups used in the ‘Song’ content type, the editor will see 

a tabbed user interface (UI) that better organizes the content elements.

Reusing structure in Rich Text

Another place where your model structure can be reused is within the rich text content element. The 

value of doing this is best explained with an example.

The Artist content type has a rich text content element for the artist’s bio. The rich text content element 

supports text formatting (bold, italic, etc.). What if we want to extend what editors can do here by 
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allowing them to add some other structured content that is inline with the richly formatted text? This is a 

very common requirement—especially when it comes to an inline image.

X marks the spot for where we want to add an Inline Image into the rich text field.

The rich text editor in Kentico Kontent supports inline images; however, those inline images are just 

that: images. For our use case, we aren’t only sticking an image into the flow of the text. We need more 

structure than that, specifically:

• The image file (which will be a Kentico Kontent Asset)

• Alternative text to ensure we’re being inclusive of all users

• An optional caption

• An optional photo credit

The first thing that we’ll add to our content model is a new content type called Inline Image using the 

structure defined above.

The structure of the ‘Inline Image’ content type that will be used within rich text content elements.
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Now we can use our Inline Image directly within a supporting rich text content element field. Kentico 

Kontent provides two ways of doing this. The first approach is to insert the Inline Image as a brand-new 

content item. This will create the Inline Image, add it to our content inventory, and add the association 

within the rich text content. Having the Inline Image added to the content inventory will be super handy 

if the content is going to be reused somewhere else.

However, in this case, it’s really unlikely that we are going to reuse the content. We’re adding ad-hoc 

images into an artist’s bio, such as pictures from gigs, tours, promo shots, etc. Chances are these 

images won’t be used anywhere else but in the bio. Also, given the number of artists we’re going to have 

in our service, if each has a couple of inline images in their bio, then our content inventory is going to get 

junked up with a lot of these ad-hoc inline content items.

Thankfully, Kentico Kontent has a solution for this, and it’s the second way to add structured content 

into rich text elements: components. Components allow you to add structured content into rich text 

content elements without also adding that content item into your inventory. We get to reuse a handy 

part of our model structure while at the same time creating content we don’t intend to reuse.
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The editor can add an ‘Inline Image’ as a component into the artist’s bio. An 

inline image created in this way won’t end up in the content inventory.

As you can see, there’s a lot of scope for working smart with your content model in Kentico Kontent:

• You can reuse content element fields in snippets and add them to any content type.

• You can reuse the structure of content types by creating components in rich text when you want to 

author one-time use content.

So far, we’ve been designing our model without any consideration of the channel (website, app, etc.) 

that it’ll be consumed on. In the next chapter, we’ll explore if and how we need to factor these channels 

into our design.
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3 How to model your content 
so that it meets the needs 
of your channels.
So, why are we modeling content in the first place? Is it just to play around with the cool features in 

Kentico Kontent (of which there are many)? At the end of the day, we’re doing it because we want our 

content to be presented on something… somewhere… so that it can reach its intended audience.

And that audience could be anywhere. There’s really no shortage of options for where you can present 

content these days: a website, many websites, apps, voice assistants, smart watches, smart TVs, digital 

signage, within virtual or augmented reality, jumbotrons at sporting events—the list goes on and on 

(much like this paragraph).

In the buzzword-obsessed world of tech, any place you can stick your content is referred to as a 

‘channel.’ That’s right—you’re reading this on a channel right now. The channel, or channels, on which 

your content will be available can have interesting implications for content authoring and, consequently, 

content modeling. These implications come from:

https://kontent.ai/?utm_source=medium_content_modelling_series_part3&utm_medium=mvp_94301&utm_campaign=extended_trial
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• What people expect from the channel: The type of content that’s expected by a user (based on the 

user’s mental model of the channel). I don’t expect to read a book from my smart watch, so it’s no 

surprise to me that I can’t get the Kindle app on my Fitbit Versa. Any content on this channel is likely 

short and snappy.

• What the channel supports: Content requirements influenced by channel properties (e.g., screen 

width) and what formats the channel supports (e.g., does it even have a screen?). You might have 

fantastic images in your content, but that’s not much use to a voice assistant that can only speak.

• What the channel interface needs: Content requirements influenced by the user interface of the 

channel. Think about all the content requirements of a simple web page: Where does the content for 

your navigation come from? What about those random bits of text in the page footer?

So, how does our content model adapt to those different channel considerations? To what extent should 

the channel, or channels, we’re targeting influence how we model our content?

When it comes to modeling for any number of channels, I’d recommend the following advice.

1. You should model core content using an “intelligent content” approach.

2. Unique channel considerations, like user interface text, should be manageable (somewhere).

These two recommendations will be explored in this chapter and the next. Before elaborating on the first 

recommendation, I want to explain what I mean by “core” content.

Core content

In the example of our music streaming service, our core content is the type of content that is core to our 

business; e.g., content types such as the “Artist,” “Album,” and “Song.”

These content types aren’t coming from channel considerations; e.g., needing something that represents 

a “Homepage” for my website (we’ll get to those when discussing the second recommendation). Rather, 

they’re content types that are practically channel agnostic; i.e., content that is valuable to us regardless 

of where we’re delivering it.

If we had a website for our music streaming service, then the album content would be available on it. If 

we redesign our website in a year or two, then, guess what? The same album content will be on that new 

site. If we launch a mobile app, then the album content needs to head there as well.

Defining these core content types that transcend channels is where you should start. Once you’ve 

identified the content that matters most, you then want to consider making it “intelligent”. Yup—you’ve 

guessed it—here comes another buzzword.

Make your core content intelligent

The intelligent content approach is a collection of content strategy best practices that includes 

considerations for content modeling. It developed as a solution for the multitude of challenges facing 

organizations today with their core business content.
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Historically, businesses haven’t been great at managing this type of content. If it’s on a single platform, 

then it’s so embedded in there that it’s hard to get out (without bringing extra stuff, like styling, for 

the ride). If it’s on multiple platforms, that’s likely because someone is manually copying and pasting 

the content.

For content that is a business asset, we want it easily maintainable and easily consumable on current 

channels. (We also don’t want to burn the house down completely when at some point in the future 

we introduce a new channel.) Content can accomplish both of these things when it’s intelligent, which 

comes from being modeled in a way that is:

• Modular—so that it can be reused

• Structured—so that it is flexible

• Semantically categorized—so that it is discoverable

• Independent of how it is presented—so that it is adaptable

Let’s dive a little bit deeper into each of these.

Modular—so that it can be reused

The alternative to modular content is creating large content assets; i.e., documents that have many 

types of content all statically embedded within them. If you want to get at any of the embedded content 

Example core content types for our media streaming service are shown on the left. 

Other content types that might be in our model, such as representations of channel 

user interface content, are shown on the right. More on this in the next chapter.
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(for whatever reason—editing, translating, reading it on a channel), then you have to deal with the whole 

document. This makes your content a little unwieldy to work with, so we break it down into logical parts; 

i.e., modules.

As covered in the first chapter, we make our content modular in Kentico Kontent by creating content types.

Our music streaming service is going to include album reviews. Rather than having one chunky content 

type to contain all the content for a review, the reviewer, and the album, we break that content down 

into separate types and use relationships so it can be put back together again in whatever way the 

channel needs, for example:

• Displaying a complete album review

• Displaying information about the reviewer independently from the review
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Keeping things modular: the Review content type relates to both the Album and Reviewer content types.

Making our core content reusable eliminates the need for editors to copy and paste the same content 

into multiple places. This keeps our content consistent and also gives us the added perk of reducing 

content production times and translation costs.

A modular approach will also work better if our content is being consumed across multiple channels. If 

the channels have different content requirements, then they can get to the types of content they need—

without having to request a lot of content they don’t.

Outside of pretty obvious choices (like content that needs to be used in more than one place), how 

modular to make your content can be a bit of a judgment call.

It can be tempting to break everything up to try and future-proof your content model for any potential 

channel scenario. At some point, that will likely cause challenges for your content team as they try to 

work out how to navigate your elaborate design. Focus on meaningful content relationships and keep 

things as simple as you can.

Structured—so that it is flexible

The structure of our review content type includes places to put the review content itself (e.g., title, review 

copy); a link to the album that the review was written about; and a link to the reviewer who authored it.

Breaking any content down into its structural elements makes that content more flexible because we can 

put it back together again in many different configurations for our channel.

If you’re delivering content to multiple channels, then it’s likely that the structure of your core content 

will expand to reflect the requirements of each channel. You might, for example, need different lengths 

of copy for the summary field of your album review based on the channel’s display properties.
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In terms of how NOT to accomplish this, when possible you should avoid unnecessary duplication; i.e., 

creating separate fields such as:

• Summary for web (site 1)

• Summary for web (site 2)

• Summary for mobile

• Summary for smart watch

• Summary for voice assistant

• Summary for voice assistant (with screen)

Instead, model based on how the content needs to adapt. In this case, we’re looking to adapt based on 

the length of content required. A more appropriate approach would be to have separate fields, such as:

• Summary

• Short Summary

We can then use content guidelines to help our editors out with understanding how this content relates 

to our channels:

Our Review content item has two summary fields to meet the needs of our channels. 

Content guidelines help to give editors a little more context on how these are applied.

In this example, having explicit model references in our core content offers a pragmatic helping hand for 

our editors. Updating these descriptions is cosmetic and can be done at any time should the guidelines 

need to be altered to provide a different context.

Semantically categorized—so that it is discoverable

We can enhance both the reuse and flexibility of our content by adding a layer of semantics. In a 

content model, this is done by adding some form of meaningful categorization. In terms of what 

categorization to add, we typically add semantics to our model that is in line with business goals, user 

needs, or both.
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For example, the ability to search and browse albums by genre is something that both internal users 

(our editors) and external users (service subscribers) are going to want. Internal users can do this in 

Kentico Kontent:

Semantics can be added to our content by using Taxonomy in Kentico Kontent. 

Here, the editor finds content items categorized into the Classical genre.

When external users browse or search on the channel, the channel will use the Kentico Kontent Delivery 

API to request and filter the content by the appropriate semantic categorization—our Genre taxonomy.

This aspect of our model is useful for the channels we have today, and it isn’t difficult to see how it would 

be useful for others. In terms of how far to go with semantic categorization, I would suggest going only 
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as far as needed to meet the business and user needs that you have identified as actual requirements 

for your content initiative.

Independent of how it is presented—so that it is adaptable

If our core content is heavily influenced by how it will be presented on a specific channel, then that’s 

generally going to cause issues when it comes to presenting it on other channels.

Not mixing content with presentation is a “known known” in the world of tech. If you’ve ever experienced 

re-platforming your website to another CMS, then you’ll be familiar with some version of the following 

conversation:

• Client: “Hey, can we migrate our content to the new platform?”

• Agency: “Hmmm, not without oodles of effort. See, it’s poorly structured, and it’s littered with HTML 

styling that is specific to your old design.”

Ideally, we keep as much distance as we reasonably can (more on this in the next chapter) between our 

core content and our channels. Kentico Kontent has several great features to help you do exactly that.

Not your typical WYSIWYG editor

Most content editors are familiar with the idea of a WYSIWYG editor (pronounced “wiz-ee-wig”), as in 

“What You See Is What You Get.” Highlight some text, make it bold, green, etc., and this is exactly how 

it will appear. Better yet, view the source, dump in some HTML code, tinker with it a bit—et voilà—I hope 

you’ve remembered to make that new code accessible.
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Editing HTML in a common WYSIWYG editor, Tiny MCE.

The default rich text content element in Kentico Kontent takes a slightly different approach to your 

typical WYSIWYG/HTML editor. As someone working on the content, you can’t view the source. You can’t 

go sticking in HTML class names, embedding iFrames, etc.

What you can do is format text and create relationships to new or existing content items (which 

represent embeddable items in the flow of your rich text). It’s up to the channel to ultimately determine 

how these formats will be presented.
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Contextual formatting options in Kentico Kontent.

The value saved for a rich text content element is still HTML formatted. HTML is practically universal to 

all digital channels, and the channel can still ultimately decide how to interpret the HTML. If HTML isn’t 

your thing, you can always use a custom element to swap in something like a markdown editor.

Image API

You don’t have to be working with multiple channels to understand the complexity of providing images 

to your target audience. Even a simple website can be consumed on a wide range of devices (all with 

different screen sizes), with an even wider range of potential download speeds.

How do we ignore the channel requirements when it comes to presenting images, or at least make the 

effort manageable? I’m sure some content editors reading this are familiar with CMS implementations 

that ask you to curate and upload just as many versions of the same image as there are channels that 

you need to send it to.

In an ideal world, we’d upload a great quality image for our content, and then some magical tool would 

reformat the image for each and every channel. Thankfully, this tool—Kentico Kontent—exists.

Kentico Kontent has a truly fantastic image API that the channel can use to re-size, crop, optimize, 

convert, or zoom in on the focal point of any image it needs to present. For example, the API is creating 

multiple image variants from the single image shown below through parameters sent in the URL.

https://docs.kontent.ai/tutorials/develop-apps/integrate/integrating-your-own-content-editing-features?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
https://docs.kontent.ai/reference/image-transformation?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
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One image—multiple variants. All done by query string parameters in the request URL.

It’s the channel properties (screen size, support, etc.) that heavily influence the formatting requirements. 

Thanks to the image API in Kentico Kontent, our image content can be adapted to meet the needs of 

our channels.

OK—at this point, a few of you might be thinking something along these lines:

“So, we’re meant to do all these steps and act like the channel doesn’t exist? That seems a bit daft—I’m 

making a website! The channel feels pretty significant.”

Indeed it is. In this chapter, we looked at modeling our core content for channels. In our final chapter, 

we’ll look at considerations for when we might model bits of the channel itself.
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4 Extending your model with 
content types that allow 
editors to manage channel-
specific considerations.
In the previous chapter, I discussed a few content modeling best practices that help make your core 

content easily available to multiple channels.

Refresher:

• Core content - content that’s core to your business. In our example of a music streaming service, this 

would be content types such as “Artist,” “Album,” and “Song.”

• Channels - anywhere your content is made available; e.g., a website, voice assistant, mobile 

app, etc.
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In our final chapter, I want to focus in a bit and look at how a single channel might influence our content 

model. We’ll continue with the example of a media streaming service. As for the channel, let’s imagine 

the service is looking to build an online platform and is going to make a website.

Our core content has been nicely modeled and authored in Kentico Kontent. Editors know how to create 

Artists, Albums, and Songs. They know how to create all the relationships between the different types 

of content.

When it comes to making a website, however, there are likely a few questions your editors will quickly 

start to ponder:

• How do I make a web page?

• How do I add content to that web page?

• How do I manage the site navigation?

• How do I extend pages with what’s typically considered optional content, such as a “Call to Action”, 

or an interactive component such as “Newsletter Sign-up”?

Obviously, there’s an assumption here that we want editors to be able to accomplish the above goals. 

This is likely a very safe assumption… because we aren’t evil monsters. Editors will want to manage these 

very “channel-specific” things. In the case of a website, we’re going to need something that editors can 

work with that represents (hint: “models”) these channel considerations.

So, what are your options for managing these channel-specific content requirements? How about the 

tool we’ve been using—Kentico Kontent? Can we use that? Spoiler: the answer is a definite yes—but 

humor me for a few paragraphs.

How should you manage the channel ‘stuff’?

Kentico Kontent is a content management system (CMS). It’s not, however, a traditional web content 

management system (WCMS) such as Sitecore, Wordpress, or Kentico’s other fantastic product—Kentico 

Xperience (formerly EMS). Platforms such as these focus almost exclusively on the web channel, and as a 

consequence, come with all the features you need to create pages, navigation, manage templates, etc.

Kentico Kontent is a little different from WCMS. It’s a “headless” CMS. Headless CMS platforms typically 

only give one hoot (🦉) about your channel: that the channel can consume content using the API the 

headless CMS provides. Outside of this, no other hoots are generally given. They typically have no 

concept of a web page, or a widget, or anything specifically web. So, assuming you want to empower 

editors from core content all the way down to the web channel, your options include:

1. Bringing another platform or microservice to the table that’s explicitly concerned with managing the 

web channel; i.e., an editable head for your headless solution, or…

2. Keeping to the one tool (Kentico Kontent—phew!) and extending your content model by adding 

or adapting content types, structures, and relationships for the purpose of addressing channel 

requirements.
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Needless to say, the first option is a bit more involved, as it requires multiple platforms. It’s an approach 

that some folks in the Kentico community are beginning to investigate:

• Storing core content on Kentico Kontent (I don’t care about the channel)

• Using Kentico EMS to manage presentation for the web (I care a lot about the web channel)

As much fun as this is to consider (yes, sadly, for me this does constitute fun), it’s really early days for 

this type of integration. Some exploration has been done with pushing content the other way—from 

Kentico Xperience to Kentico Kontent.

Kentico Xperience connected to Kentico Kontent so that it can 

take advantage of the CDN and Delivery API.

Regardless, there’s going to be an additional investment when using multiple platforms. An investment 

that you don’t have to make because you can manage your core content and web channel requirements 

all within Kentico Kontent (thanks for humoring me in this last chapter).

With this “do-it-all-in-Kentico-Kontent” approach, we extend our content model with new content types 

that represent things we need for a specific channel. In this case, the “user interface stuff” for our 

website channel.

Time to focus on the other parts of our content model—our channel content.

https://xperience.io/discover/blog/2019-09/introducing-headless-api-for-kentico-ems?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
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Modeling a webpage

Let’s check out a few typical scenarios for modeling our web channel in Kentico Kontent. We’ll start by 

making a web page. You’ll likely have a few content types that represent specific types of pages; e.g., a 

review page, an artist page, and—of course—our homepage:

A doodle of the homepage for our web streaming service. I didn’t build 

it because I think Spotify has the market cornered.

You can see the homepage is itself composed of different elements like a featured album and various 

calls to action (we’re going to have a featured one at the top and three at the bottom for our subscription 

tiers). These make up the structure of our homepage content type.

The structure of our “Homepage” content type.
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What we’ve done is create a content type that represents the structural layout for this specific type of 

page. Here’s the content item we’d create using the homepage content type:

This is the homepage content item, which is an instance of our homepage content type.

Our Featured Album is another channel-specific content type. This content type links directly to an 

Album content item created using our core Album content type.

This content item is an instance of the “Featured Album” content type. This is a linked item used within 

the homepage content item. This “Featured Album” is linking to an album that is part of our core 

content. The editor doesn’t duplicate album information directly in this channel-specific content item.
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Remember: linking content items helps us avoid content duplication. Also, linking any core content 

item to our channel content item keeps these two things nicely independent of each other. Our core 

content will survive large-scale changes in our website design because, should that happen, we are only 

changing the channel-specific parts of our model.

Modeling site navigation

Need to manage navigation? Assuming your website is like 99.99% of all the websites ever created, 

you’re going to want to make links and then group them together into sets of links for things like the 

header navigation, footer navigation, etc.

A doodle of the header navigation used on the “soon to beat Spotify” site.

Again, we can extend our model with new content types to help editors get the job done. We’ll make a 

content item to represent a single link and also a content item that represents a group of links.

On the right, we have the model for our “Navigation Group.” On the left, we 

have the model for our “Navigation Link.” The group model has a linked item 

element (highlighted) that allows it to relate to multiple links.
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Here’s the final navigation group content item we’ve created to represent the header and its associated 

links using our models Navigation Group and Navigation Link:

Our “Navigation Group” content item contains the four links used on our homepage.

What we’ve just created for navigation may be applicable to multiple channels. After all, haven’t we just 

modeled a reusable information architecture that could be used to power navigation on our mobile app? 

Be on the lookout for opportunities such as this. You might find that, with a little tweaking, non-core 

content types that you originally created for a single channel can be extended to work for multiple ones 

as well.

Using naming conventions

So, our model has core content types and channel-specific content types (potentially many different 

types). Our model is going to start to get a little chunky. Ideally, there’d be a way to group parts of your 

model together (I’ve submitted a feature request to Kentico Software).

What you can do today is use a naming convention to help your model designers (even if that is just 

you—you’re worth it):
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Want to see all content types in a specific group, i.e., core, channel-specific, etc.? Use the group 

name as part of the content type name so you can easily filter. Yes—this is a hack for convenience, 

and yes—names might get a little long. It can still be handy if your model gets large.
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It can also be useful for content editors when they’re filtering through content items in the content 

inventory. Sometimes you aren’t looking for a particular item (if you are, then use the keyword search) 

but want to see a list of all items by a logical grouping. If I’m looking for a particular type of core content 

(e.g., all Albums), then I can see “core” at the beginning of the display name. This makes doing this type 

of filtering a little easier on the brain.

Using a naming convention like this also groups the content types together in the content type filter.
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Conclusion.
Time to wrap it up! I hope you’ve enjoyed this ebook on content modeling with Kentico Kontent. It’s a 

fantastic headless CMS and well worth checking out for your next content initiative.

If you’re interested in finding out more, be sure to check out the Kentico Kontent community page that 

lists many great resources.

For a 30-day trial of Kentico Kontent—use this magical link and go sign up. 

https://kontent.ai/?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
https://kontent.ai/community?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
https://kontent.ai/trial?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
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About the author.
Michael Kinkaid has absolutely no business writing this content. He’s a fraud! Content modeling? 

Seriously? I’m pretty sure he started as a software developer. A code monkey! From what I’ve heard, he 

then bounced to web development because “It’s what the cool kids are doing.” So lame. He had a crack 

at front-end development, server-side application development, and even had the ego to experiment 

with UX/UI design, scientific illustration, product management, and Agile coaching. Did you know he did 

the doodles in this ebook? Now he’s trying to be a writer? I think he struggles with focus.

OK, so the 15 years of creating digital solutions with content management platforms like Kentico 

Xperience and Kentico Kontent likely gave him just a little insight into content modeling. Still…

Michael is the CTO at Reason One Inc. and a Kentico MVP.  He’s Northern Irish, so he sounds a bit funny. 

He lives in Canada with his wife (an actual writer) and cat (not a writer—but I bet she doesn’t struggle 

with the Oxford Comma). Michael enjoys wearing many hats (bald as a coot) and writing about himself 

in the third person. Michael hopes you enjoyed this ebook and that, unlike him, you get to keep your hair.
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About Kentico Kontent.
Kentico Kontent is a headless CMS that provides an intuitive authoring experience for your marketers 

without requiring any developer involvement, which frees your developers to focus on building engaging 

online experiences.

Robust APIs, webhooks, and flexible content models give developers full control over the structure of 

their content and how it’s delivered to their websites and applications. The APIs deliver clean, structured 

content that can be pulled into any experience and technology stack. 

On top of this headless foundation, Kontent includes an intuitive authoring experience that lets 

marketers focus on content creation and business workflows without requiring developer involvement. 

This frees developers to focus on what they do best—building engaging online experiences that look 

great in every channel. 

Companies across a wide range of industries have built their online experiences on top of Kontent, 

including Vogue, PPG, Oxford University, AC Milan, and Konica Minolta. Additionally, Kentico is regularly 

included in key industry reports published by Gartner, Forrester Research, and G2. 

TALK TO US

START YOUR FREE 30-DAY TRIAL

https://kontent.ai/request-demo?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
https://app.kontent.ai/sign-up?utm_source=ebook&utm_campaign=content-modeling-ebook&utm_medium=pdf
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